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ABSTRACT. – LetX andY be independent transient Markov chains on the same state
that have the same transition probabilities. LetL denote the “loop-erased path” obtained fro
the path ofX by erasing cycles when they are created. We prove that if the paths ofX andY
have infinitely many intersections a.s., thenL andY also have infinitely many intersections a.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS
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RÉSUMÉ. – SoitX et Y deux chaînes de Markov indépendantes et transientes sur le
espace d’états et avec mêmes probabilités de transition. SoitL le “chemin à boucles effacée
obtenu à partir de la trajectoireX en effaçant les cycles lors de leur création. Nous démon
que si les trajectoires deX et Y ont p.s. une infinité d’intersections, alorsL et Y ont aussi p.s
une infinité d’intersections.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

Erdős and Taylor [3] proved that two independent simple random walk pathsZ
d

intersect infinitely often ifd � 4, but not ifd > 4. Lawler [9] proved that ford = 3,4,
there are still infinitely many intersections even if one of the paths is replaced
loop-erasure, which is obtained by erasing cycles in the order in which they are cr
Lawler’s proof relied on estimates that are only available in Euclidean space,
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remained unclear how general this phenomenon is. Our main result, Theorem 1.1
extends Lawler’s result to general transient Markov chains. Our primary motivatio
studying intersections of Markov chain paths and loop-erased paths is the conn
with uniform spanning forests, which will be recalled in the next section. The pr
definition of loop-erasure is as follows. We denote sequences by angle brackets〈·〉 and
sets by braces{·}. Cardinality is denoted by bars| · |.

DEFINITION. – Let S be a countable set, and consider a(finite or infinite) sequence
γ = 〈v0, v1, v2, . . .〉 in S , such that eachv ∈ S occurs only finitely often inγ . Theloop-
erasureof γ , denotedLE(γ )= 〈u0, u1, u2, . . .〉, is constructed inductively as follows. S
u0 := v0. If uj has been chosen, then letk be the last index such thatvk = uj . If vk is
the last element ofγ , then letLE(γ ) := (u1, . . . , uj ); otherwise, setuj+1 := vk+1 and
continue.

We shall letLE(γ ) stand for the sequence as well as the set. In this notation, our
result can be stated as follows:

THEOREM 1.1. – Let 〈Xm〉 and 〈Yn〉 be independent transient Markov chains on
same state spaceS that have the same transition probabilities, but possibly diffe
initial states. Then on the event that|{Xm}∩{Yn}| = ∞, almost surely|LE〈Xm〉∩{Yn}| =
∞.

The key to proving this theorem is the following quantitative lemma.

LEMMA 1.2. – Let 〈Xm〉 and 〈Yn〉 be independent transient Markov chains on
same state spaceS that have the same transition probabilities, but possibly diffe
initial states. Then

P
[
LE〈Xm〉 ∩ {Yn} �= ∅]

� 2−8P
[{Xm} ∩ {Yn} �= ∅]

.

Remark1.3. – Lemma 1.2 also applies to Markov chains that are killed w
they exit a certain set, or killed at an exponential time; in this form, it contains
information even when the underlying chain is simple random walk inZ

d for d � 3.

Theorem 1.1 reduces the question of the intersection of a Markov chain an
loop-erasure of an independent copy to the simpler problem of the intersection
independent copies of the chain. However, for a general Markov chain, it may s
difficult to find the probability that two independent sample paths of the chain
infinitely many intersections. Consider the Green function

G(x, y) :=
∞∑
n=0

Px[Xn = y].

Because of the Borel–Cantelli lemma, if the independent sample pathsX andY satisfy
∞∑

m,n=0

Px,x[Xm = Yn] = ∑
z∈S

∞∑
m,n=0

Px[Xm = z]Px[Yn = z]

= ∑
z∈S

G(x, z)2 <∞, (1.1)
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then the number of intersections ofX andY is a.s. finite. In general, the converse ne
not hold; see Example 6.1. Nevertheless, if the transition probabilities are invariant
a transitive group of permutations of the state space, then the converse to (1.1) is

THEOREM 1.4. – Let p(· , ·) be a transition kernel on a countable state spaceS .
Suppose that� is a group of permutations ofS that acts transitively(i.e., with a single
orbit) and satisfiesp(πx,πy)= p(x, y) for all π ∈� andx, y ∈ S . Suppose that

∑
z∈S

G(o, z)2 = ∞, (1.2)

whereo is a fixed element ofS . Then two independent chainsX andY with transition
probabilities p(· , ·) and initial state o ∈ S have infinitely many intersections a
Moreover,Yn is in LE(〈Xm〉m�0) for infinitely manyn a.s.

For simple random walk on a vertex-transitive graph, (1.2) holds if and only i
graph has polynomial volume growth of degree at most 4; see Corollary 5.3.

Next, we consider triple intersections. It is well known that three independent s
random walks inZ

3 have infinitely many mutual intersections a.s. (see Lawler
Section 4.5). To illustrate the versatility of Theorem 1.1, we offer the follow
refinement.

COROLLARY 1.5. – Let X = 〈Xm〉, Y = 〈Yn〉 andZ = 〈Zk〉 be independent simp
random walks in the latticeZ3. Denote byLZ(X) the “partially loop-erased” path,
obtained fromX by erasing any cycle that starts(and ends) at a node inZ, where
the erasure is made when the cycle is created. Then the(setwise) triple intersection
LZ(X)∩ Y ∩Z is a.s. infinite.

See Corollary 6.2 in Section 6 for an extension and the (very short) proof. We
thatLZ(X) cannot be replaced byLE(X) in this corollary; this follows from Lawler [9]
Section 7.5.

In the next section, we recall the connection to spanning forests and sketch a he
argument for Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, we discuss the reverse second moment
for two Markov chains, following Salisbury [13]. Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.1
proved in Section 4 by combining ideas from the two preceding sections. Sec
contains a proof of Theorem 1.4 on transitive chains. Concluding remarks and que
are in Section 6.

2. Spanning forests and heuristics

Loop-erased random walks and uniform spanning trees are intimately related.G

be a finite connected graph withx, y two vertices ofG. LetL be the loop-erasure of th
random walk path started atx and stopped when it reachesy. On the other hand, letT be
a spanning tree ofG chosen uniformly and letLT be the shortest path inT that connects
x andy. Pemantle [12] showed thatLT has the same distribution asL. Given thatLT = �

for some simple path�, the remainder ofT has the uniform distribution among spanni
trees of the graph obtained fromG by contracting�. Therefore, it follows immediatel
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D= L that a uniform spanning tree can also be chosen as follows. Pick any

x0 of G. Let L0 be loop-erased random walk from any vertexx1 to x0. Pick any vertex
x2 and letL1 be loop-erased random walk fromx2 to L0. Pick any vertexx3 and let
L1 be loop-erased random walk fromx2 to L0 ∪ L1. Continue until a spanning tre
T := L0 ∪L1 ∪ · · · is created. ThenT has the uniform distribution.

This is known as Wilson’s algorithm for generating a uniform spanning
Wilson [14] showed that an analogous algorithm exists corresponding to any M
chain, not merely to reversible Markov chains.

Next, we discuss the analogous object on infinite graphs. Thewired uniform spanning
forest(WUSF) in an infinite graphG may be defined as a weak limit of uniform rando
spanning trees in an exhaustion ofG by finite subgraphsGn, with the boundary ofGn

identified to a single point (“wired”). The resulting measure on spanning forests
not depend on the exhaustion. The WUSF was implicit in Pemantle [12] and was
explicit by Häggström [5]; see Benjamini et al. [1] for details. The connection o
WUSF to loop-erased walks was discovered by Pemantle [12]:

PROPOSITION 2.1. – Let G be a locally-finite connected graph. The wired unifo
spanning forest(WUSF) is a single tree a.s. iff from every(or some) vertex, simple
random walk and an independent loop-erased random walk intersect infinitely ofte
Moreover, the probability thatu andv belong to the same WUSF component equals
probability that a simple random walk path fromu intersects an independent loop-eras
walk fromv.

Just as the relation between spanning trees and loop-erased walks in finite
was clarified by the algorithm of Wilson [14] for generating uniform spanning tr
this algorithm was extended to infinite graphs in [1] to generate the WUSF. With
extended algorithm, Proposition 2.1 becomes obvious. This proposition illustrate
Theorem 1.1 is useful in the study of the WUSF.

We now sketch a heuristic argument for Theorem 1.1. On the event thatXm = Yn,
the continuation pathsX′ := 〈Xj 〉j�m and Y ′ := 〈Yk〉k�n have the same distribution
whence the chance is at least 1/2 thatY ′ intersectsL := LE〈X0, . . . ,Xm〉 at an earlier
(in the clock ofL) point thanX′. On this event, the earliest intersection point ofY ′ and
L will remain in LE〈Xj 〉j�0 ∩ 〈Yk〉k�0. The difficulty in making this heuristic precis
lies in selecting a pair(m,n) such thatXm = Yn, given that such pairs exist. The natu
rules for selecting such a pair (e.g., lexicographic ordering) affect the law of at
one of the continuation paths, and invalidate the argument above; R. Pemantle (
communication, 1996) showed that this holds forall selection rules. Our solution t
this difficulty is based on applying a second moment argument to a weighted co
intersections.

3. The second moment method and a converse

THEOREM 3.1. – Let X and Y be two independent Markov chains on the sa
countable state spaceS , with initial statesx0 andy0, respectively. Let

A⊂ N × S × N × S,
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and denote byhit(A) the event that(m,Xm,n,Yn) ∈ A for somem,n ∈ N. Given any
weight functionw :S → [0,∞) that vanishes outside ofA, consider the random variabl

Sw :=
∞∑

m,n=0

w(m,Xm,n,Yn).

If P[hit(A)]> 0, then there exists such aw satisfying0< E[S2
w]<∞ and

P
[
hit(A)

]
� 64

(ESw)2

E[S2
w] . (3.1)

Note that this provides a converse estimate to that provided by the Cauchy–Sc
inequality (often referred to as “the second-moment method”): If 0< E[S2

w]<∞, then

P
[
hit(A)

]
� P[Sw > 0] � (ESw)2

E[S2
w] . (3.2)

Theorem 3.1 is essentially contained in Theorem 2 of Salisbury [13], which
turn, based on the ideas in the path-breaking paper of Fitzsimmons and Salisbu
We include the proof of this theorem, since our focus on time–space chains allo
to avoid the subtle time-reversal argument in Salisbury’s paper. The ratio 64 be
the upper and lower bounds in (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, improves on the ratio
obtained in Salisbury [13], but we suspect that it is still not optimal. We remark tha
lower bound for the hitting probability which is stated but not proved in Corollary
Salisbury [13] (i.e., the left-hand inequality in the last line of the statement) is inco
as stated, but we shall not need that inequality.

We start with two known lemmas.

LEMMA 3.2. – Let (!,B,P) be a probability space. Suppose thatF,G,H are sub-
σ -fields ofB such thatG ⊂ F ∩ H and F,H are conditionally independent givenG.
Then

(i) for anyf ∈ L1(F) := L1(!,F,P),

E[f | H] = E[f | G]; (3.3)

(ii) for anyϕ ∈ L1(B) := L1(!,B,P),

E
[
E[ϕ | F] ∣∣ H] = E[ϕ | G]. (3.4)

Proof. –(i) For anyh ∈ L∞(H) andg ∈L1(G), we have
∫
hg dP = ∫

E[h | G]g dP by
definition of conditional expectation. In particular,∫

hE[f | G]dP =
∫

E[h | G]E[f | G]dP =
∫

E[hf | G]dP =
∫
hf dP, (3.5)

where the second equality follows from the conditional independence assumption
E[f | G] is H-measurable, the identity (3.5) for allh ∈L∞(H) implies that (3.3) holds
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:

(ii) Write f := E[ϕ | F]. SinceE[f | G] = E[ϕ | G], (3.4) follows from (3.3). ✷
We shall use the following inequality from Burkholder, Davis and Gundy [2].

LEMMA 3.3. – Suppose that〈Fm〉 is an increasing or decreasing sequence ofσ -fields
and that〈ϕ(m)〉 is a sequence of nonnegative random variables. Then

E
[(∑

m

E
[
ϕ(m) | Fm

])2]
� 4E

[(∑
m

ϕ(m)

)2]
.

Proof of Theorem3.1. – Consider theσ -fields

Fm := σ (X1, . . . ,Xm), F̂m := σ (Xm,Xm+1, . . .),

Gn := σ (Y1, . . . , Yn), Ĝn := σ (Yn, Yn+1, . . .).
(3.6)

AbbreviateF := F̂0 andG := Ĝ0.
We begin with the lexicographically minimal stopping time(τ, λ) defined as follows

if there existm,n� 0 such that(m,Xm,n,Yn) ∈A, then let

τ := min
{
m; ∃n (m,Xm,n,Yn) ∈A

}
,

λ := min
{
n; (τ,Xτ , n,Yn) ∈A

};
otherwise, setτ := λ := ∞. Consider

ψ(m,n) := 1τ=m,λ=n.

Sinceψ(m,n) isFm∨G-measurable andFm∨G is conditionally independent of̂Fm∨G
givenσ (Xm)∨ G, Lemma 3.2(i) implies that

ψ1(m,n) := E
[
ψ(m,n) | F̂m ∨ G

] = E
[
ψ(m,n) | σ (Xm)∨ G

]
.

Letψ2(m,n) := E[ψ1(m,n) |F ∨ Gn]. Two applications of Lemma 3.2(ii) yield that

ψ3(m,n) := E
[
ψ2(m,n) | F ∨ Ĝn

] = E
[
ψ1(m,n) | F ∨ σ (Yn)

]
= E

[
ψ(m,n) | σ (Xm,Yn)

]
.

Thus

ψ3(m,n)= P[τ = n,λ=m |Xm,Yn] = ∑
x,y∈S

w(m,x,n, y)1{Xm=x,Yn=y}, (3.7)

where

w(m,x,n, y) := P[τ =m,λ= n |Xm = x,Yn = y].
Applying Lemma 3.3 to the random variablesϕ(m) := ∑

n�0ψ(m,n) and theσ -fields

F̂m ∨ G, we obtain

E
[(∑

m,n

ψ1(m,n)

)2]
� 4E

[(∑
m,n

ψ(m,n)

)2]
= 4P

[
hit(A)

]
,
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m,n ψ(m,n)= 1hit(A). By (3.7), we have

Sw := ∑
m,n

w(m,Xm,n,Yn)= ∑
m,n

ψ3(m,n).

Two applications of Lemma 3.3, first with the variablesϕ2(n) := ∑
mψ2(m,n) and the

σ -fieldsF ∨ Ĝn, then with the variablesϕ1(n) := ∑
mψ1(m,n) and theσ -fieldsF ∨Gn,

yield

E
[
S2
w

]
� 4E

[(∑
m,n

ψ2(m,n)

)2]
� 16E

[(∑
m,n

ψ1(m,n)

)2]
� 64P

[
hit(A)

]
.

SinceE[Sw] = P[hit(A)], the previous inequality is equivalent to (3.1).✷
4. Intersecting the loop-erasure

We shall prove the following extension of Lemma 1.2.

LEMMA 4.1. – Let 〈Xm〉m�0 and 〈Yn〉n�0 be independent transient Markov chai
on S that have the same transition probabilities, but possibly different initial st
x0 and y0. Given k � 0, fix 〈xj 〉−1

j=−k in S and setXj := xj for −k � j � −1.
Then the probability that the loop-erasure of〈Xm〉m�−k intersects{Yn}n�0 is at least
2−8P[∃m� 0 ∃n� 0Xm = Yn].

Proof. –ForA := {(m,x,n, x); m,n� 0, x ∈ S}, choose a weight functionw :A→
[0,∞) as in Theorem 3.1, which defines the sumSw. Denote

Lm := 〈
Lm
j

〉J (m)
j=0 := LE〈X−k,X1−k, . . . ,Xm〉.

On the event{Xm = Yn}, define

j (m,n) := min
{
j � −k; Lm

j ∈ {Xm,Xm+1,Xm+2, . . .}}, (4.1)

i(m,n) := min
{
i � −k; Lm

i ∈ {Yn,Yn+1, Yn+2, . . .}}. (4.2)

Note that the sets on the right-hand sides of (4.1) and (4.2) both containJ (m) if
Xm = Yn. Definej (m,n) := i(m,n) := 0 on the event{Xm �= Yn}. Let χ(m,n) := 1 if
i(m,n)� j (m,n), andχ(m,n) := 0 otherwise. Given{Xm = Yn = x}, the continuations
〈Xm,Xm+1,Xm+2, . . .〉 and〈Yn,Yn+1, Yn+2, . . .〉 are exchangeable with each other, so
everyx ∈ S ,

E
[
χ(m,n) |Xm = Yn = x

] = P
[
i(m,n)� j (m,n) |Xm = Yn = x

]
� 1

2
. (4.3)

Observe that ifXm = Yn andi(m,n)� j (m,n), thenLm
i(m,n) is in LE〈Xr〉∞r=−k ∩ {Y�}∞

�=0.
Consider the random variable

ϒw :=
∞∑ ∞∑

w(m,Xm,n,Yn)χ(m,n).

m=0 n=0
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Obviouslyϒw � Sw everywhere. On the other hand, by conditioning onXm, Yn and
applying (4.3), we see that

E[ϒw] =
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

E
[
w(m,Xm,n,Yn)E

[
χ(m,n) |Xm,Yn

]]
� 1

2
E[Sw].

By our choice ofw and Theorem 3.1, we conclude that

P [ϒw > 0] � (Eϒw)
2

E[ϒ2
w] � (ESw)2

4E[S2
w] � 1

256
P

[
hit(A)

]
.

The observation following (4.3) and the definition ofA conclude the proof. ✷
The next corollary follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and the Markov proper

〈Xm〉 at a fixed timek.

COROLLARY 4.2. – Let 〈Xm〉m�0 and 〈Yn〉n�0 be independent transient Marko
chains onS that have the same transition probabilities, but possibly different in
statesx0 and y0. Suppose that the eventB := {X1 = x1, . . . ,Xk = xk} has P[B] > 0.
Then

Px0,y0

[
LE〈Xm〉m�0 ∩ {Yn} �= ∅ | B]

� 1

256
Px0,y0

[∃m � k ∃n� 0Xm = Yn | B]
. (4.4)

Proof of Theorem1.1. – Denote by1 the event thatYn is in {Xm}m�0 for infinitely
many n. Let 2� denote the event thatYn /∈ LE(〈Xm〉m�0) for all n � �, and define
2 := ⋃

��02�. We must show thatPx0,y0[1∩2] = 0 for any choice of initial statesx0, y0.
Suppose, on the contrary, that

∃x0, y0 Px0,y0[1∩ 2]> 0. (4.5)

Then for� sufficiently large,Px0,y0[1∩2�]> 0. By Lévy’s zero-one law, for anyε > 0,
if k, r are large enough, then there existx1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yr such that the events

B := {X1 = x1, . . . ,Xk = xk}, B ′ := {Y1 = y1, . . . , Yr = yr}
satisfyPx0,y0[B ∩B ′]> 0 andPx0,y0[1∩2� | B ∩B ′]> 1− ε. We fix such eventsB,B ′
with r > �. Starting the chainY at yr instead ofy0 and using the Markov property, w
infer that

Px0,yr [1∩20 | B]> 1− ε. (4.6)

However, Corollary 4.2 implies that

Px0,yr [2c
0 | B] � 1

256
Px0,yr [1 | B]> 1− ε

256
.

Adding the preceding two inequalities, we obtain

1� Px0,yr [1∩ 20 | B] + Px0,yr

[
2c

0 | B]
>

257(1− ε)
.

256
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Taking ε < 1/257 yields a contradiction to the assumption (4.5) and complete
proof. ✷

5. Transitive Markov chains

One ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be the following lemma, which d
not require transitivity.

LEMMA 5.1. – Let X and Y be independent transient Markov chains on the sa
state space that have the same transition probabilities. Denote by1 the event tha
the paths ofX and Y intersect infinitely often, and letu(x, y) := Px,y[1], where the
subscripts indicate the initial states ofX andY respectively. Thenu(x, x) � 2u(x, y)−1
for all x, y.

Proof. –Sinceu(x, ·) is harmonic, the sequence〈u(x,Yn)〉n�0 is a bounded martin
gale. Therefore

u(x, y)− u(x, x)= lim
n→∞ Ey

[
u(x,Yn)

] − lim
m→∞ Ex

[
u(x,Xm)

]
= Ex,y

[
lim
n→∞u(x,Yn)− lim

m→∞u(x,Xm)
]
. (5.1)

On the event1, the two limits in (5.1) coincide; therefore,

u(x, y) − u(x, x) � Px,y

[
1c

] = 1− u(x, y).

This is equivalent to the assertion of the lemma.✷
Proof of Theorem1.4. – Here both Markov chainsX, Y are started ato, so we write

P rather thanPo, etc. DenoteGn(o, x) := ∑n
k=0 P[Xk = x]. By transitivity,

∑
w∈S

Gn(z,w)
2 = ∑

w∈S
Gn(o,w)

2 (5.2)

for all z ∈ S . Let In := ∑n
k=0

∑n
m=0 1{Xk=Ym} be the number of intersections ofX andY

by timen. Then

E[In] = ∑
z∈S

n∑
k=0

n∑
m=0

P[Xk = z = Ym] = ∑
z∈S

n∑
k=0

P[Xk = z] ·
n∑

m=0

P[Ym = z]

= ∑
z∈S

Gn(o, z)
2. (5.3)

To estimate the second moment ofIn, observe that
n∑

k,i=0

P[Xk = z,Xi =w]

=
n∑

k=0

n∑
i=k

P[Xk = z]P[Xi =w |Xk = z] +
n∑

i=0

n∑
k=i+1

P[Xi =w]P[Xk = z |Xi =w]

�Gn(o, z)Gn(z,w)+Gn(o,w)Gn(w, z).
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),

e

now

11],

h.

lk in
Therefore

E
[
I 2
n

] = ∑
z,w∈S

n∑
k,m=0

n∑
i,j=0

P[Xk = z= Ym,Xi =w = Yj ]

= ∑
z,w∈S

n∑
k,i=0

P[Xk = z,Xi =w] ·
n∑

m,j=0

P[Ym = z, Yj =w]

�
∑
z,w∈S

[
Gn(o, z)Gn(z,w)+Gn(o,w)Gn(w, z)

]2

�
∑
z,w∈S

2
[
Gn(o, z)

2Gn(z,w)
2 +Gn(o,w)

2Gn(w, z)
2]

= 4
∑
z,w∈S

Gn(o, z)
2Gn(z,w)

2. (5.4)

Summing first overw and using (5.2), then (5.3), we deduce that

E
[
I 2
n

]
� 4

(∑
z∈S

Gn(o, z)
2
)2

= 4E[In]2. (5.5)

By a consequence of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality (see, e.g., Kahane [8], p. 8

P
[
In � εE[In]] � (1− ε)2

E[In]2

E[I 2
n ]

� (1− ε)2

4
. (5.6)

As in Lemma 5.1, denote by1 the event that the path-setsX andY have infinitely many
intersections, and letu(x, y) := Px,y[1]. DefineFn,Gm as in (3.6). Apply the transienc
of X andY and the Markov property to obtain

P
[
1 | Fn ∨ Gn

] = P[1 |Xn,Yn] = u(Xn,Yn).

Therefore, by Lévy’s zero-one law, limn→∞ u(Xn,Yn)= 11 a.s.
By (5.6) and the hypothesis (1.2),P[1] = P[lim In = ∞] � 1/4. On the event1, we

have by Lemma 5.1 that

lim
n→∞u(Xn,Xn)� 2 lim

n→∞u(Xn,Yn)− 1= 1,

whenceu(o, o) = 1 by transitivity. The assertion concerning loop-erased walk
follows from Theorem 1.1. ✷

Remark5.2. – The calculation leading to (5.5) follows Le Gall and Rosen [
Lemma 3.1. More generally, their argument givesE[I kn ] � (k!)2(EIn)k for everyk � 1.

COROLLARY 5.3. – Let 6 be an infinite, locally finite, vertex-transitive grap
Denote byVn the number of vertices in6 at distance at mostn from a fixed vertexo.

(i) If supn Vn/n
4 = ∞, then two independent sample paths of simple random wa

6 have finitely many intersections a.s.
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(ii) Conversely, ifsupn Vn/n
4 < ∞, then two independent sample paths of sim

random walk in6 intersect infinitely often a.s.

Proof. –For independent simple random walks, reversibility and regularity of6 imply
that

∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

Px,x[Xm = Yn] =
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

Px[Xm+n = x]

=
∞∑
n=0

(n+ 1)Px[Xn = x]. (5.7)

(i) The assumption that supn Vn/n
4 = ∞ implies thatVn � cn5 for somec > 0 and

all n: see Theorem 5.11 in Woess [15]. Corollary 14.5 in the same reference
Px[Xn = x] � Cn−5/2. Thus the sum in (5.7) converges.

(ii) Combining the results (14.5), (14.12) and (14.19) in Woess [15], we infer tha
assumptionVn = O(n4) implies thatPx[X2n = x] � cn−2 for somec > 0 and alln � 1.
Thus the series (5.7) diverges, so the assertion follows from (1.1) and Theorem 1✷

6. Concluding remarks

The following example shows that the invariance assumption in Theorem 1.4 c
be omitted.

Example6.1. – Consider the graphH , defined as the union of copies ofZ
5 andZ,

joined at a single common vertexo. The Green function for simple random walk inH
satisfies

G(o, z)= degz

dego
G(z, o)= 2

12
G(o, o)

provided z �= o is in the copy ofZ. In particular,
∑

z G(o, z)2 = ∞. However, two
independent simple random walks onH will have finitely many intersections a.s.

We continue by proving an extension of Corollary 1.5.

COROLLARY 6.2. – Let X = 〈Xm〉 and Y = 〈Yn〉 be independent transient Marko
chains on a state spaceS and that have the same transition probabilities. LetZ be a
subset ofS such thatZ is a.s. hit infinitely often byX (and so byY ). Denote byLZ(X)

the sequence obtained fromX by erasing any cycle that starts(and ends) at a state inZ,
where the erasure is made when the cycle is created. Then on the event thatX ∩ Y ∩ Z

is infinite, almost surelyLZ(X)∩ Y ∩Z is also infinite.

Proof. –Let m(0) = 0 andm(j + 1) := min{k > m(j): Xk ∈ Z} for all j � 0. Then
XZ = 〈XZ

j 〉 := 〈Xm(j)〉 is a Markov chain (“the chainX induced onZ”). Similarly, let
YZ = 〈YZ

i 〉 = 〈Yn(i)〉 denote the chainY induced onZ. SinceLE(XZ) = LZ(X) ∩ Z,
andYZ = Y ∩Z as sets of vertices, the assertion follows by applying (1.1) to the ch
XZ andYZ on the state spaceZ. ✷

A natural question suggested by Theorem 1.1 is the following.
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QUESTION 6.3. – LetX = 〈Xm〉 and Y = 〈Yn〉 be independent transient Marko
chains on a state spaceS and that have the same transition probabilities. Suppose
|{Xm} ∩ {Yn}| = ∞ a.s. Must|LE〈Xm〉 ∩ LE〈Yn〉| = ∞ a.s.?

This question is open even for simple random walk inZ
3. For simple random wal

in Z
4, an affirmative answer was given by Lawler [10].

Our final question arose from an attempt to compare the stationaryσ -fields defined
by a Markov chain and by its loop-erasure.

QUESTION 6.4. – Let〈Xm〉 be a transient Markov chain. Consider

〈Lj 〉 = LE〈Xm〉m�0 and 〈L∗
j 〉 = LE〈Xm〉m�1.

Does there a.s. exist some integerk such thatL∗
j = Lj+k for all largej?

The answer is certainly positive if〈Xm〉 has infinitely many “cutpoints” a.s.; this
the case for transient random walks inZ

d : see James and Peres [7]. However, there e
transient chains without cutpoints (see James [6]).
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